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and he really has no good directors who would come up with a film like hush. he could
have gone with someone like danny boyle or paul thomas anderson, but no, he chose to

go with some guy called mike flanagan, a director that has zero talent in my opinion.
theres nothing more to hush thankate siegel battling againstjohn gallagher jr., which

puts tremendous pressure on their antagonistic chemistry.siegel has to express both fear
and strength, while gallagher must convey a certain level of debased humanity capable

of painting him as a murderous sociopath. simple, right well, actually, it is! theres no
catch to my previous statement, because both actors do exactly whats needed, and
embrace a very comfortabletake on home invasion horrors. siegel is a special kind of
victim, one who doesnt let obvious impairments dictate her demise, andgallagher is a
right proper bastard. think youre next (the masks, crossbow) for the hearing impaired.
so, whats hush about? its a story of a desperate family trapped in their home, while a
dangerous intruder roams the house. theres a scene where a group of guys go off in
search of a poker game, and when one of the guys reaches the table, hes suddenly

greeted with a crossbow blow in the head. the camera starts spinning around, and then
cuts to a close up of the guy, who is lying in a pool of blood. its a really funny moment,

and theres a lot of room for some extended humor. it comes in the form of a quick
punchline, but its a punchline that comes with a pretty clear, and surprising payoff. its

the kind of thing you think is going to be a little funny, but only to reveal itself later. but
thats a delightfully clever little moment thats crammed into a short film.
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theres no real way to
sum up the

experience of
watching hush as its
far too short, and its

not a particularly
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memorable
experience. its got a
great cast, but the

material doesnt
particularly lend itself
to cinematic theater,

and the film is just too
short to provide a real
emotional impact. if
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youre looking for
some good thrilling

horror, then you
might want to check
out this hush movie. i
love horror movies,
but unfortunately

theres not too many
that scare me. its a
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real shame that
theres not too many
horror movies that

are good quality. this
movie is a very well
done movie, that is
definitely scary and
action packed. the
actors in the movie
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are very good, and
there are some very

good kills in this
movie. if youre

looking for a good
thriller movie, then

this is definately one
to check out. even if
you dont normally
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watch horror movies,
but give this one a

chance. watch online
streaming dan nonton
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mp4 mkv hindi
dubbed, eng sub, sub
indo, nonton online
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movies king,
mkvmoviesking,

mkvking,
mkvking.com. blessed

with a great central
performance from
kate siegel, hush

should be the next
movie to get a
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theatrical run in the
states. this is one of

the better horror
movies to come out in

a long time, and its
scary as hell. its a

very well done thriller
that has some really

great moments in it. it
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would be nice if this
movie got a real

theatrical release,
especially considering
that it was made by

the same people who
made oculus and the

void. 5ec8ef588b
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